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This is just a Masterpiece. I wasn't so sure about that with just Chapter 1, but with Chapter 2 I can say now for sure that
Supipara is a 10/10 Masterpiece. I'am not gonna Lie, I had a few Tears in my Eyes towards the End, it was just so beautiful.
Compared to the Open Ending in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 has a Complete and really Satisfiying ending and oh my god, I was so
Happy about it!!! Hotaru Amano is just a really well thought out Character with a really well thought out Backstory. She may
seem untouchable at first but thats not the case. Once you actually got to her, she really opens Up and becomes really lovely.
The Soundtrack is as Good as Ever 10/10 there also. Overall is this just a really really good Slice of Life Visual Novel with good
Comedy a Touch of Magic and Drama. I Highly recommend this Visual Novel to Anybody! You don't even need to read
Chapter 1 to understand everything in Chapter 2. Hotaru Amano is a also a really good Waifu/Wife even if you don't see that at
the beginning but trust me, she is! 10/10 Masterpiece Good Job Minori! I Love you now for this VN.. Great slice of life visual
novel with stuning visuals. As you could expect from minori (developer of this VN) visuals are absolutly great, there is no
comparison to anything else really. Characters turns theyr heads, eyes are blinking, lips are in sync with voice over and that all in
amazing quality. There is incredible amount of CGs for 15 hours game and even when its just sprite and background, its so well
done, its hard to tell them apart from actual CGs. Story has good pacing, characters are well written. While main heroine of
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thu00eds chapter, Amano Hotaru, really isnt my favorite of the cast, its still very enjoyable reading (means you will have fun
even if you hate tsunderes).. Gorgeous graphics and amazing characters. Insane amount of details and effort has been put into
it.. Worth paying full price for just to support one of the best developers: Minori Can't wait for more of this series to release..
Worth paying full price for just to support one of the best developers: Minori Can't wait for more of this series to release.. We
always keep minority spirit.. First few hours of the game is very similar to Chapter 1 but with the addition of the protagonist's
mysterious imouto and with slight changes on how the characters were introduced. This chapter features Amano Angeline
Hotaru as the main heroine and I have to say this is the highest dose of tsun I have ever been exposed to in a VN. Like other
works from the same developer it excels with the quality of visuals. It is not fully animated but they worked on blinking eyes,
moving mouths and characters turning around. It made use of the same audio assets as ch1. I was really looking forward to
watching the game's OP but the featured video on the store page wasn't in the game. Memories for this chapter only featured
CG and music; the only animated video for the ending wasn't available in the extras. Chapter 2's overall plot is weaker than
eden* and ef but it made me remember how much I enjoyed slice of life back when I've read Supipara ch1. The ending scene
leaves more questions about the overarching storyline. It left me wanting to know more about the titular character "Alice the
magical conductor" but it still won't be touched up with the sequel as the ending also suggests that chapter 3 will feature
Yuuzuki Momiji. I recommend this to all fans of Minori's previous works. I'm really hoping that the eventual completion of all
the chapters will be far more impactful than any one ending; something akin to Ef: A Fairy Tale of the Two or DCIII.. We
always keep minority spirit.. So, there it is, Chapter 2 I honestly enjoyed chapter 1, but as I learned that Hotaru will be the main
heroine this time, I was like "Oh no, I didn't really like her in Chap 1" BUT how wrong I was. The more I got to know about her,
the more I got to like her. She really gives you a taste of heaven, like she always says. Chap 2 is storywise a little bit better than
Chap 1. Lot's of silce of life and even a bit of drama. And not to forget that after credits scene. Characterwise, there is one new
side character and one new main character, namely Ritsu and Rikka. Both are fitting into the already awesome character cast
very well. Aside from Hotaru, Alice comes to shine too! The voice acting is flawless and a pleasure, there is really nothing to
complain in my opinion. The soundtrack is very simillar to chap 1 (some or even a lot of tracks are reused), which isn't bad at
all, it's just Supipara-like. The good thing about Supipara is always the amount of CG's and the quality of the game itself, just
look at the screenshots, you can even tell how good the quality is just by looking As far as I noticed, there are only some very
very minor things I didn't like. Firstly, there is no music in the main menu, and secondly, the opening (which you can see at the
steam store page) doesn't appear in the game. The playtime is around 15h, a little bit longer than chap 1 I sincerly wish that
Momiji's chapter will be succesfully funded, hopefully it doesn't take years. Seriously, Supipara was always very very high on
my personal ranking and belongs even to my favorites! Chap 2 proves that.. has minori ever made a VN that has no stunning
visuals? just to give a little idea of how stunning the visuals are, chapter 1 is 2.58gb in size, 1.1gb of which is just in the
backgrounds alone. chapter 2 is 2.28gb in size, 900mb goes to backgrounds. and both chapters have less than 50 backgrounds.
how about the chapters themselves? It has got me interested in one sitting (actually two sittings, I had to sleep). translation is
great. I don't wanna spoil anything aside that Alice is a miracle of this universe. this is not yet a complete game. there will be 5
chapters for this game and the main dev (minori, not mangagamer) is looking for $350k to fund the next chapter. $230k of
which has already been reached as of this writing.
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